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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 1 7(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. Claims Nos.:

because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

| |
Claims Nos.:

because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such

• an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

I 1 Claims Nos.:

because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

Please See Continuation Sheet

1. | |
As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all

searchable claims.

2.
| |

As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment

ofany additional fees.

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report

covers only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.: 1-7 and 17-24

4.
| |

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is

restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

Remark on Protest | | The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the

payment of a protest fee.

I | The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest fee

was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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BOX III. OBSERVATIONS WHERE UNITY OF INVENTION IS LACKING
1. This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general

inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be

paid.

Group I, claim 1 -7 (in part) drawn to an immunogenic composition comprising a purified Group B Streptococcus adhesion island

polypeptide.

Further species election to one composition comprising GBS AI -1 or GBS AI —2 required (see paragraph # 3).

Group II, claims 8-16 (in part) drawn to an immunogenic composition comprising a purified gram positive adhesion island polypeptide.

Further species election to one composition comprising one bacteria and one GAS AI —1 ,GAS AI —2,GAS AI —3 and GAS AI —4

required (see paragraph # 3).

Group III, claims 17-24 (in part) drawn to an immunogenic composition comprising a first and second purified Group B Streptococcus

adhesion island polypeptide.

Further species election to one combination of first and second polypeptide (see paragraph # 3).

Group IV, claims 25-34 (in part)drawn to an immunogenic composition comprising a first and second gram positive GAS AI -adhesion

island polypeptide.

Further species election to one combination of first and second polypeptide (see paragraph # 3).

Group V, claims 35-39 and 40 (in part)drawn to a modified gram positive bacterium and a method of manufacturing adhesion island

antigen

Further species election to one modified gram positive bacterium required (see paragraph # 3).

Group I is directed to an immunogenic composition comprising polypeptide GBS AI -1 or GBS AI —2 whereas Group II is drawn to

immunogenic composition comprising gram positive bacterial adhesion polypeptides GAS AI — 1 , GAS AI -2 , GAS AI -3 and .

GAS AI —4 . These inventions are deemed to lack unity of invention because they are not so linked as to form a single general inventive

concept under PCT Rule 13. 1 because these two compositions do not share a common structure ,property and function as group I

contains GBS polypeptide where as group II comprises GAS polypeptides . Group III and Group IV are also drawn to compositions as

group III comprises combination of two polypeptides from GBS that shares no common structure
,
property and function with Group IV

as it comprises GAS polypeptide and thus do not share a single inventive concept. Thus these inventions are deemed to lack unity of

invention because they are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 Group V is drawn to a

modified bacterium from GBS , GAS and non-pathogenic gram positive bacterium comprising expressing polypeptide GBS- AI -lor

GBS-AI-2 and not share a single inventive concept from other four groups as the composition contains polypeptides which does not share

a common structure, property and function.
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2. This application contains claims directed to more than one species of the generic invention. These species are deemed to lack

unity of invention because they are not so linked as to form a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1. In order for more than

one species to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid. The species are as follows:

3 Group I species: GBS AI -1 80, 104, 52, 59, 67, 150, 01521, 01523, 01524 or GBS AI -2

Group II species: GAS AI -1, GAS AI -2
, GAS AI -3 and GAS AI -4.

Group III species: Any combination of first and second polypeptide from GBS AI -I 80, 104, 52, 59, 67, 150, 01521, 01523, 01524,

GBS AI -2.

Group IV species: Any combination of first and second polypeptide from GAS AI -1
, GAS AI -2

, GAS AI -3 and GAS AI -4

Group V species : Modified gram-positive bacterium or non pathogenic bacterium expressing GBS AI -1 80, 104, 52, 59, 67, 150, 01521,

01523,01524, GBS AI -2 , GAS AI -1 , GAS AI -2 , GAS AI -3 and GAS AI -4

The inventions listed as Groups 1-5 do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2,

they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

The technical feature of linking groups appears to be that they are all related to immunogenic compositions comprising adhesion peptides

methods ofmaking adhesion peptide.

However, Beckmann et al Infection and Immunity, June 2002, p. 2869-2876, Vol. 70, No. 6 disclose an immunogenic compos ion

comprising adhesion oligomeric polypeptide ( see page 2871, left column last paragraph through right column and figure 3) As this

polypeptide binds to fibrinogen it is an adhesion immunogen. Therefore, the technical feature of linking groups l-5does not constitute a

special technical feature as defined by PCT Rule 13.2, as it does not define a contribution over the prior art and hence unity of invention is

lacking.

The special technical feature of Groups 1-5 is considered to be immunogenic compositions comprising polypeptides

that share no common structure, property and function and thus do not share the same or a corresponding technical feature .

Accordingly, Groups 1-5 are not so linked by the same or a corresponding special technical feature as to form a single general inventive

concept.

The claimed species GBS AI -1 80, 104, 52, 59, 67, 150, 01521, 01523, 01524, GBS AI -2; GAS AI -1 , GAS AI -2
, GAS AI -3 and

GAS AI —4 have no common structure and thus are not linked by the same or a corresponding special technical feature so as to form a

single general inventive concept under Rule 13.1. Hence, unity is lacking among species.
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